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ABSTRACT
Sentiment analysis is a popular technique for summarizing and analyzing consumers’ textual reviews about products
and services. There are two major approaches for performing sentiment analysis; statistical model based approaches
and Natural Language Processing (NLP) based approaches to create rules. In this study, we first apply text mining to
summarize users’ reviews of Android Apps and extract features of the apps mentioned in the reviews. We then use
NLP approach for writing rules. We use reviews of two recent apps; a widget app from Brain& Puzzle category and a
game app from Personalization category. We extracted six hundred textual reviews for each app from Google Play
TM
Android App Store. SAS® Enterprise Miner 7.1 is used for summarizing reviews and pulling out features, and
SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio 12.1 is used for performing sentiment analysis. Our results show that for both apps,
carefully designed NLP rule-based models outperform the default statistical models in SAS® Sentiment Analysis
Studio 12.1 for predicting sentiments in test data. NLP rule based models also provide deeper insights than statistical
models in understanding consumers’ sentiments.
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INTRODUCTION
With the rapid evolution of smart phones, mobile applications (Mobile Apps) have become essential parts of our lives.
Zynga Game Network and Rovio Entertainment are examples of companies that gained huge game apps market
shares However, it is difficult for consumers to keep track and understand the app sphere because new apps are
entering market every day. It is reported that Android market reached half a million apps in September 2011[1]. As of
October, 2012, 0.675 million Android apps are available on Google Play App Store [6]. Such a large amount of apps
seems to be a great opportunity for customers to buy from a wide selection range. But, first they have to understand
what the apps do, how are they viewed by other consumers and then they have to purchase the apps to use on their
smart phones. According to a recent behavior survey, 98 percent of shoppers consider online customer reviews as a
major purchase decision factor [2]. We believe mobile app users also consider online app reviews as a major
influence for paid apps. Typically, online customer reviews contain two parts, ratings and textual comments. Rating
indicates the overall evaluation of customer experiences using a numeric scale, but textual comments are capable of
telling more insightful stories that the overall ratings cannot. After few months of a new app launched in the market,
there could be over ten thousand textual comments from users. It is very challenging for a potential user to read all of
them to make a decision. Also, app developers have difficulties in finding out how to improve the app performance
based on overall ratings alone and would benefit from understanding the thousands of textual comments.

METHOD
We collected data from Google Play Android App Store. Google Play Android App Store has a large and varied
collection of Android Apps with rankings and user reviews. We extracted textual reviews having rich content from the
App Store site. Rich content refers to a textual review that says more than just cursory comments such as “I love this
app” or “I hate this app” which do not convey or uncover any information about app features. An example of a rich
content is, “The game is good. I love its graphics design and I can play it for hours.” This review tells us that graphics
and design of the app are great and he/she is addicted to this game.
We chose to use two app categories for this research: Personalization and Brian& puzzle. We’ve chosen the most
popular app, “Beautiful widgets” and “Where is my Perry”, from each category for our research purpose. Six hundred
rich text reviews for each app are collected. Five hundred reviews were used as corpus for text mining, building
sentiment models, and writing sentiment rules; one hundred reviews were held back as testing dataset. We
categorized each textual review into positive and negative directory based on overall ratings. Google Play Android
App Store uses a 5-star scale for rating: Greater than or equal to 4 stars are considered as positive; less than or
equal to 2 stars are considered as negative for the purpose of this research. Figure 1 illustrates step-by-step flow
chart of our method. Next, we will present detailed techniques that we applied.
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Figure 1 Feature-based NLP Sentiment Mining flow chart.

Text mining
Figure 2 is node process flow created in SAS® Enterprise MinerTM 7.1. It starts with text parsing node. In parsing
node, each comment is divided into tokens (terms). The identified tokens are listed in a “term by frequency” matrix. In
this node, we ignored abbr, aux, conj, det, interj, num, part, prep, pron, and prop in the part-of-speech. Those are
listed as selected shown in Figure 3. In the text clustering node, we used SVD dimensions (k) of 40 (Figure 4).
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce dimensionality by converting the term frequency matrix into a
lower dimensional form [3]. Smaller values of k (2 to 50) are thought to generate better results for text clustering using
short textual comments [4].

Figure 2 Node processing in SAS® Enterprise MinerTM 7.1
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Figure 4 Clustering node property panel

Text clustering is used for unsupervised grouping of textual documents. In this research, we used default setting for
clustering and run it separately for positive versus negative comments to identify most frequently mentioned features
from each group. Figure 5 and figure 6 show the clustering results of Widget App. Figure 5 shows negative textual
reviews clustering results. The clustered topics are majorly featuring to “battery usage/ widget”, “permissions/privacy
settings”, “GPS widget”, “overall performance”, and “update”. Figure 6 illustrates that “design/ graphics”, “clock
widget”, and “price” are commonly mentioned features. Figure 7 and figure 8 show the clustering results of Game App.
From figure 7, we identified “price”, “overall performance”, “network connection”, “graphics”, and “number of levels” as
commonly mentioned features from negative app user reviews. Figure 8 pictures “design/graphics”, “battery”, and
“addictiveness” features.

Figure 5 Clustering results of Widget App (Negative directory)

Figure 6 Clustering results of Widget App (Positive directory)

Figure 7 Clustering results of Game App (Negative directory)
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Figure 8 Clustering results of Game App (Positive directory)

NLP part-of-speech Sentiment Analysis
Part-of speech (POS) tagging is often the most time consuming and challenging task before doing sentiment analysis
of any text documents. Online textual reviews are often short, non-grammar sentences and contain slangs,
abbreviations, and symbols which make the POS tagging even more difficult. However, SAS® Enterprise MinerTM
7.1 gave us a good head start to have a sense what are app users’ languages.
For sentiment analysis, we use SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio 12.1. In the rule based mode, we started with
defining new products and features. Here, products are the two apps. Features are identified as the ones identified
from text clustering. For example, consider the following statement. “The game is good. I love its graphics design
and I can play it for hours.” In this comment, “game” is tagged as product and “graphics design” is tagged as feature.
Products and features are tagged as nouns. One of many great things about SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio 12.1 is
that, we can define the synonym list of products and features. We are using this feature because of uncertain and
non-grammar online reviews. For example, consider the following comment. “I love the high res”. Here “res” likely
refers to resolution, and resolution is a word which is similar to graphics.
For other Part-of speech tagging, we need to input all identified terms. To do this, we started with Statistical model in
SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio 12.1. We built two statistical models, one for widget app, and the other one is for
game app. We imported “learned features” to rule-based model to start part-of speech tagging. “Import Learned
Features” automatically extract keywords (terms) from corpus directory [5]. From statistical model in SAS® Sentiment
Analysis Studio 12.1, we get a set of weighted sentiment words that are being frequently mentioned in the comments.
We do not directly include those weights into our model, but we consider it as importance and frequency indicator.
We tagged Adverb (ADV), negative adjective (NEGADJ), positive adjective (POSADJ), and common verbs (VERB).
We implemented this by using these as intermediate entities. Figure 9 shows complete list of part-of-speech tagging.
We have listed NEGADJ1 and NEGADJ2. NEGADJ1 is the list with all negative adjective words that we considered
having less negative sentiments than the words in NEGADJ2. For example, we believe “terrible” is a stronger
expression of negative sentiment than the word “bad”. So, “terrible” will be in the NEGADJ2 list, and “bad” is in the
NEGADJ1 list. Similarly, we believe the word “Awesome” has stronger positive sentiments than the word “nice”.
Therefore, we included the word “Awesome” in POSADJ2 and the word “nice” in POSADJ1. We also create more
sophisticated rules by recognizing the combination of an adverb to an adjective. For example, consider the following
comment. “I am so addicted to this game. Graphics is amazingly vivid.” in this case, “so” and “amazingly” will be
considered as adding higher positive sentiments. One of the difficulties that researchers often face in doing sentiment
analysis is with textual reviews that contain mixture sentiments such as the following comment. “I love the graphics,
but it drains battery a lot”. Because we are doing feature based sentiment analysis, we are able to easily handle such
reviews. In this case, the sentiment is positive on “graphics/design” and negative on “battery”.
Final step is to implement all above rules into program. In this paper, we used CLASSIFIER, CONCEPT,
CONCEPT_RULE, and PREDICATE_RULE rules. CLASSIFIER rules are used to match a term or a phrase [5]. We
used CLASSIFIER rules to match the words which can be used only for a feature. For example, “expensive” can only
be used for feature “price”. CONCEPT rules are used to locate related terms [5]. We primarily used “@” for this rule.
Symbol “@” means that it matches all noun and verb forms of a word [5]. Figure 9 shows an example of
PREDICATE_RULE and CONCEPT_RULE. In “DIST_n”, n is the number of words between matches on rules. First
match is tagged as position 1 and till the last match (n) [5]. “_def” matches definition for products or features. In figure
9, “_def{BWweather}” is a definition for the feature “weather” of product “BW”. “_a” and “_b” are arguments that match
when these two arguments match in a document. “SENT” will match the words and definition that only within same
sentence. Figure 9 gives five examples that we used for matching negative sentiment rules for weather feature in
widget app.
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Figure 9 Examples of PREDICATE_RULE and CONCEPT_RULE

RESULTS
After we wrote the sentiment rules, we apply the rule-based models on testing datasets. Figure 10 and figure 11 are
the results for testing widget app dataset. These show 86 percent precision on positive directory and 94 percent
precision on negative directory. Figure 12 and figure 13 are the results for testing game app dataset. These show 94
percent precision on positive directory and 90 percent precision on negative directory.
In Table 1, we compared overall performance of Statistical Model and Rule-based Model for two apps. It clearly
shows that rule-based models outperformed the statistical models for both apps.

App

Statistical Model

Rule-based Model

Positive
Precision

Negative
Precision

Overall
Precision

Positive
Precision

Negative
Precision

Overall
Precision

Widget

64%

96%

80%

86%

94%

90%

Game

88%

74%

81%

94%

90%

92%

Table 1. Overall performance comparison

Figure 10 Widget App testing results from Positive directory
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Figure 11 Widget App testing results from Negative directory

Figure 12 Game App testing results from Positive directory

Figure 13 Game App testing results from Negative directory

DISCUSSION
We find that, that for both apps, carefully designed NLP rule-based models outperform the default statistical models
in SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio 12.1 for predicting sentiments in test data. The current default versions for
statistical models in SAS® Sentiment studio do not allow for much customization. This may have contributed to the
poorer performance of statistical models than NLP models in this study. The NLP rule based models also provide
deeper insights than statistical models in understanding consumers’ sentiments. For example, we find that app users
are very addicted to the game app, but not happy for being charged more as they play more; they are pleased with
graphics design of the widget app, but not ok with the app accessing their personal information.
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No spelling check and no stop list were used in this study. These could be considered in future research to perhaps
get better text mining and sentiment mining results.
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